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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to examinefrom a cognitive behavioral point of view the
processes of path selection. This activity is designedto interface with another project
concerned with building a GIS based Computational Process Modeldesigned to identify
feasible opportunity sets for destination choice and path selection. Theproject is multiyear in nature, dependingin part on the successful completionof laboratory and survey
research whichis designed to define the criteria used in path selection and to showhow
sets ofprioritized temporalactivities can define spatial sets of feasible alternative
destinations.
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PURPOSE

Thereare two significant componentsin trip activity patterns that continue to attract a
majorpart of research attention. First there is the question of destination choice, second
is the path selection process. In this proposal I plan to examineboth questions from a
cognitive behavioral point of view, focushag on finding reasons whypeople maketheir
destination choices the waythey do, and whetheror not route selection criteria changeaa
different sets of feasible destinations are considered. Thelong run purposeof this
research is to providecriteria for using selected GISfunctions (e.g., buffering)
destination choice scenarios used in trip scheduling and assignmentmodels, and to
suggest which (if any) of popular networkbased assignment modelsbest represent actual
decision makingunder different choice conditions.

2.0

BACKGROUND

Travel behavior has been studied at both the disaggregate and aggregate levels, and has
beencharacterized as the overt acts consisting of execution of routines, with the entire
picture being complicatedby the occurrence of somespontaneous or less deliberated
actions (Hanson& Huff, 1986). Destination choice is one of the critical decisions
determiningthe spatial extent of travel patterns. Path selection is the other major
decision. Destination choice has frequently been modeledusing gravity or entropy type
formats, and morerecently with relatively successful logit based discrete choice models
(Timmermans
& Golledge, 1990). To bypass someof the unnecessarily restrictive
assumptions of discrete choice models, including the conventional utility mardmi~ng
one, someexperimentation with computational process modeling has taken place (Leiser
& Zilberschatz, 1989; G~rling, Kwan,& Golledge 1992; GolIedge, Kwan,& Garling,
1992; Kwan,I994; Stopher Hartgen, and Li, 1994). In these latter frameworks,
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destination choicesare conceivedof as dependenton several precedingdecisions
includingchoicesto participatein differentactivities, prioritizing of activities, and
conflict resolution betweenhouseholdmembers
with respect to trip purposeallocation
and madechoice.
Path selection has been modeledwith a variety of networkalgorithmsusing criteria
suchas least effort, shortest path, andmaximaldistance, in linear programming,
traveling
sale,;man, networkoptimization,andlocation-allocation formats. Theneedhas arisen to
explorewaysto select fromthe manyexisting networkbased software(e.g.,
TRAd’,ISCAD)
to help solve traffic assignmentproblems.
Oneof the critical problemsrelated to this activity, however,concernsthe selection
of the type of assignmentcriteria in the path selection modality.In general, not only do
weselect andfollow a limited set of paths within the complexnetworksin whichwelive,
but wehave developedmanymodelsfor finding solutions to the path selection problem.
Thequestionis, however,do they incorporatethe criteria usedby humansto solve their
ownmovement
problems?Or, do they use methodsbest suited to mathematicalor
computerdeterminationof optimalpaths throughnetworksto ensure efficiency of flows,
but usingcriteria that peoplein generalare either unawareof or incapableof workingout
themselves?In this paperI report on pilot studies conductedin laboratories. For
exarnplethere is a clear indicationthat criteria other than those embedded
in almostall
traffic assignmentmodelsare the ones used by mostpeopleundertakingtravel. For
example,G~linget al. (1986)showthat for pedestrians, shortest path andleast time
effort criteria do ~ dominatethe path selection processes.Thequestionarises as to
whatdegreetraditional criteria reflect the criteria usedin motorists’actual path selection
processes?
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND TASKS

A variety of computer simulation models (called Computational Process Modelsor
CPMs)have been developed for navigational purposes (e.g. Kuipers, 1977; Gopal,
Klatzky & Smith, 1989; Leiser & Zilberschatz, 1989, Kwan,I994). The assumption
generally madein these modelsis that experience with a large scale environmentis at
first unstructured. Althoughspecific environmentalcues are recognized and learned they
are not necessarily spatially connectedone to another but are simplylisted in a
declarative knowledgebase. As experience increases and routes are learned, however,
specific locations and connections betweenthem are developed. Next, relational
characteristics betweenplaces on and offthese segmentsare formalized.
Proceduralization of knowledgenecessary for route following or way-findingis a
precursor to actual movement.Increasingly information has becomeavailable (Sadalla,
Burroughs& Staplin, 1980) that showsthe direction of travel betweenany two points
maybe asymmetric,particularly if one of these is a major anchor-point or reference node
(e.g., place of homeor work). Saisti, Svenson-Gttrling, Gtirling &Lindberg(1986)
demonstratedthat segmentand route length estimates can also be asymmetric.It is,
consequently,difficult to see howa single set of productionrules (such as are
incorporated into most aggregate and disaggregate choice modelsto date) can account for
the different types of directional and orientation problemsthat occur during spatial
learning process and travel activity. Little if any work, however,has examinedwhat
happens whenthis symmetryhypothesis does not hold. This destination choice and route
selection problemmaybe quite different to that normally used by humans.The latter do
a~ explore sequentially and successively all areas in the vicinity of every node in the
network. Humansearch space is invariably sectoral and maybe guided by even a small
piece of information (such as a perceived direction or the location of a knowncue). Thus,
if from one’s cognitive mapa conclusionis drawnthat a destination is to the north, then
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east:, west, and southern alternatives maybe eliminated early in the destination search
process. Oncesectoralized a further constrained set of production rules can guide
segnent selection by eliminating turns that appear to direct the traveler awayfrom
"movingin a northerly direction." As moreinformation about the layout of the
environmentbecomesknown,this orientation rule maybe violated if the traveler fends an
effective route can be defined by first movingin the non-primedirection. Aperson may
makea short trip to the south to enter a freewaywhichlater turns north and passes near a
given destination thus providingaccess to that destination in a morespatially indirect but
quicker time frame.
Questionsthat are investigated in this research include:
a. Whatcharacteristics

other than minimumdistance, minimumtime, or

minimum
effort influence route selection for normaldaily activities?
b. Whatpath selection criteria lie behind the process of taking different routes
to and fromthe sameorigin and destinations (i.e., do route selection criteria
differ between heading away from ’home’ or towards ’home’)?
c. Howcan specific route selection criteria (e.g., longest leg first, shortest leg
first, fewest turns, fewest lights or stop signs, fewest obstacles or
obstructions, variety seekingbehavior, negative externalities, detours, actual
or perceived congestion, minimizing the numberof segmentsin a chosen
route, minimizing numberof left turns, minimizing numberofnonorthogonal intersections,

minimizing numberof curved segments, and other

variables) influence the route selection process?
d. Whatproportion of people actually retrace their routes to and from any
given destination? Whatdoes this meanfor selection of criteria for
choosinga path? (e.g., if"minimizing"left turns is the criteria, howcan this
allow for a route retrace?)
e. Whatfactors are likely to produce divergence from a route retrace?
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PROCEDURES

For the path selection process two phases were envisaged. Phase one consisted of
laboratory experimentsusing simplified mapsin which alternate routes that could be
chosenwill reflect one or moreof the path characteristics listed above. Theactual path
selected will be drawnon the mapsand counts will be madeof the frequency with which
particular types of routes are selected. Phase two will consist of an examinationof
symmetry in O-D-Oloops.

5.0

THE ROUTE CHOICE EXPERIMENT

Not only do we select and follow a limited set of paths through the complexnetworks in
which we live, but we have developed manymodels capable of finding solutions to these
path selection problems(e.g., linear programming;traveling salesmen; shortest path). The
question is, however, are these the criteria used by humansto solve their ownmovement
problems- or are they methodsbest suited to mathematicalor computerdetermination of
optimal paths through networks to ensure economicefficiency of flows, but yet using
criteria of whichpeople in general are unaware,or are incapable of using? Are wein
effect engagingin ecological fallacy, building modelssuited to commercialor fleet
routing then inappropriately extending themto cover disaggregate or aggregate individual
behaviors? Thequestion asked here is whetheror not the criteria used in travel behavior
modelsare real and relevant (i.e. useful for explaining humantravel choice behavior),
are only artifacts useful for obtaining normativestatistical or mathematicalsolutions? To
examinethese questions we nowturn to outline and describe experiments undertaken to
discover the relative significance of criteria used for navigation and wayfindingin a
variety of environmentalconditions.
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SUBJECTS

Subjects consisted of 32 adults, 16 womenand 16 men°Most were students. Agesranged
fron:t 20-35 years of ageo Half of both male and female subjects had geographictraining
consisting of five or morecollege level geographycourses.

7.0

THE TASKS AND TASK ENVIRONMENTS

In the f’u’st task weexaminea variety of routes that people select throughgiven
environments.Initially,

subjects were given a series of mapson which two locations were

marked. Thesemapsconsist of simple regular grids. Three different routes were laid out
from a common
origin a to common
destination (Figures la, b, c, d). Subjects were asked
to imagine that they lived in a town built around the grid networkshownon each map,
and ’to imaginethat movingfrom the origin to the destination represented a daily tripmakingactivity° Theywere asked to decide whichof the three routes they wouldtake. In
this first task the routes allowedthemthe choice of taking the longest leg first, the
shortest leg first, or a stepwise route that approximateda diagonal join betweenorigin
and destination (supposedlysimulating perceived least effort or least time). Giventhe
regularity of the grid, however,each route wasexactly the samedistance and varied only
in it~ configurational properties. Mapsand routes were configured so that trips were
undertaken either as one travels awayfrom the body(i.e.,
coordinate terms) or towardsthe body(i.e.,

South to North in conventional

Northto South). Different configurations of

diagonal path were provided while actual distances were kept constant, but only the
simplest forms are examinedhere.
A second task involved increasing the numberof nodes connected by paths. Again,
routes were configured so that travel took place either awayfrom or toward the body
(Figure 2a, b). In part twoof this task the regular grid wasaltered to be moreirregular.
This newenvironmenthad non-orthogonal and intermittent intersection blockages.
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In a third task, polygons
representingeither negativeor positiveexternalities (e.go,
waste dumpsor parks) wereinterspersed throughoutthe maps(Figures 3a, b). Blockages
weredescribedon different trials as parks (a positive attractor) or wastedumps
negativeattractor). Thesameroute choicetask wasrepeatedcontrolling directional
components.Thelatter two tasks examinedif multiple segmentroutes with and without
barriers werechosenusing criteria that differ fromsimplebarrier free path selection.
Datawascollected on route choice, includingvariables suchas type of route chosen,
numberof segmentsin chosenroute, numberof left andright turns on chosenroute,
numberof non-orthogonalintersections and turns on chosenroute, frequencyof positive
or negative externality along route, numberof curvedsegments,distance along chosen
route, andperceivedtime of travel. Individualsuggestionsweresolicited regardingwhat
route choicecriteria werebeing used and whatcfteria werethoughtto be normallyused
in daily path selection activities (Figure4). Suchvariableswereexamined
to isolate the
type of reasoningor inferencethat underliespath selection.

8.0 PROCEDURES

Individual data wasfirst compiledon packetsof mapsha the followingmanner:
(a)

Six stimulus groupswereformedby crossing the three environments(grid,
diagonal,andcurved)with the twoorientatior~ ("A in the Nth’’ and"Ain
the Sth"). A in the Sth wasa 90° rotation counter-clockwise
fromA in the
Nth.
Point A wasaccurately located in the Southwestin the formerand
Northwestin the latter orientation. A separate packetwasusedfor each
rotation.
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(19) Within each stimulus group for each unique route drawnby subjects
betweeneach pair of points (i.e., on each page of the packet) a line of
different color was drawn on the compiledmap. The numberof subjects in
the group whohad drawneach of the unique routes was tallied at the bottom
of each page°
(c)

Routeswere classified into cadres such as shortest distance, fewest turns,
longest leg first, shortest leg first, mostaesthetic, manycurvedroads, least
time, first route noticed, most turns, and "different froma wayI had already
gone."

Results of matchingthese apriori route types with routes actually chosen by subjects
(i.eo., percentagetime each route waschosen) were then tabulated.

9.0

HYPOTHESES

Questions investigated included the following:
Whatcriteria do people usually think they use whenthey are performingroute
selection tasks in the laboratory and in the field?
Whatcriteria do people feel they use most frequently whenchoosing routes in
their normal everyday movementsthrough geographic environments?
,, Are spatial or temporal factors moreimportant to route choice?
Howoften do people retrace the sameroute whentraversing betweenorigirm
and destinations?
® Howoften is the samecriteria chosen whentraveling routes of different
complexity?
Dopeople try to retrace routes whenthe task involves using morethan a
single origin or destination (i.e. whentrip chaining occurs)?
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® Arepeopleconsistent ha their criteria for route selection (e.g., fewest turns,
least time, shortest distance, longest leg fwst, etc.) regardless of whetherthe
origin is distant fromthe body(ioe., journeysfroma distant origin to a closer
location on the map- i.e. towardshome)or is close to the body(the
destination is distant and the origin is close to the body)?
Howconsistent are people in terms of their criteria for route select/on as the
environmentchanges(e.g., from simple grid to grid with curves or grid with
diagonals), and as trip purposechangesfrom single stop to trip chaining?

10.0

RESULTS

Results appear to support other research that argues that people are not shortest path or
least time decision makers(Garling, S~iis~, B~5~Sk,& Lindberg,1986). Data from all six
compiled packages was entered into an Excel spreadsheet and summarizedfor each of the
offered hypotheses. Here wediscuss only a selection of the results.
10.1Perception
of Criteria:
As part of the general information collected from our subjects weasked them to rate on a
seven point scale (with values ranging from "unimportant" to "extremely important"),
what criteria they thought they used whenperformingthe route selection task. The
response indicated that shortest distance wasgiven the highest rating across the sample
group (mean=4.2)with shortest time close behind (mean=4.1)(Table 1). Fewest
was rated 3.6 and the most scenic or most aethetic route received 3.5° Table 1 showthere
is then a noticable drop to the remainingcriteria.

11
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Table 1
MeanRatings of Criteria Used in Single O-DRoute Choice Task
MeanRating of Criteria
Used in Task

Mean Ranking of
Criterion "Usually
Chosen"

Shortest Distance

4.2

4.4

Least Time

4.1

2.6

Fewest Turns

3.6

3.5

Most Scenic/Aesthetic

3.5

1.9

First Noticed

2°5

4.3

Longest Leg First

2.3

2.3

Many Curves

2.3

1.6

Most Turns

1.8

2°7

Different from Previous

1.8

2.1

Shortest LegFirst

1.7

3.4

Somx:e: Golledge, Experimental Data

Ratings were scored on a 7-point scale
Whenasked what criteria they usually chose whenselecting routes in their real world
activity patterns shortest distance again receivedthe highest rating (4.4) but the "first
experienced" or noticed route was rated second (4.3). This was invariable a route
headingin the "general direction" of the destination. Routes with the fewest turns (3.5)
and routes with the shortest leg first (3.4) followedin importance.Others are shown
Figure 10. Obviously the maproute selection task was perceived as being something
dif/~rent to what wouldnormally be experienced in real world interaction patterns. What
is interesting, however,is the lack of relative significance given to variables whichare
often said to be perceptually "popular" such as minimizingtime (2.6) and scenic/aesthetic
routes (1.9). Thesignificance of the first route experiencedor chosen betweenan origin
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or destination is quite noticeable and supports suggestions madeby Golledge & Za~naras
(1973) that whenchoosing routes people are likely to limit experimentationand quickly
developa firm preference for a route to be followedon a regular basis after a small
numberof trials, regardless of its economic,temporalor spatial optimality; usually the
first leg of this route generally headsin the general sectoral direction of the destination.
Let us nowturn to a detailed discussion of selected criteria and examineconsistency
of selection in different environmentsand from different perspectives.
10.2 RouteSelectionCriteria
Fewest Turns: For each environmentthe total people whochose a route with the fewest
possible rams betweeneach pair of points was recorded. If there was morethan one
unique route on the compiledmapthat had the fewest rams possible, then this data would
represent the total numberof people using all such routes. Theactual numberof turns that
defines "the fewest" for each pair of points wasalso recorded. Theproportion of people
in the particular stimulus group whochose a route with the fewest turns wasthen
calculated. Theaverage is a summaryscore for the particular stimulus environment,
across all pairs of points, for the use of the strategy "choosethe route with the fewest
turns" (Table 2). It is apparent that as the environmentchanges, so does the popularity
this criteria,

dropping from a high of 67%in a simple regular grid environmentto 25%in

a curvilinear environment.Data is reported for each of three environments(Grid,
Diagonal, Curves). A secondtable illustrates changesin criteria selection when
perspective changes,i.e. whentravel is from a distant origin or to a distant destination
(Table 3).
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Table 2
Fewest Turns: Criterion Selection in Each Environment

%Subjects Choosing This Criteria

Environment
Grid

67%

Curves

25%

Diagonal

57%

Source: Golledge, Experimental Data

Table 3
Fewest Turns: Perspective Change

Environment

th
A in N

A in tb
S

(Heading away from body)

(Heading towards body)

Grid

7%

65%

Cl~ges

56%

58%

Diagonals

32%

18%

Source: Golledge, Experimental Data

In the case whereperspectives differ, there is a remarkabledifference in choice of
this strategy whenthe path to be traveled heads awayfrom the body (65%)as opposed
heading toward the body(7%). A significant difference occurs in the diagonal
enviironmentalso, but not in the curvilinear one.
Longest LegFirst: Here, data represents the total numberof people whochose a
route in whichthe longest leg was the first segment. "Longest" wasdefined in terms of
total distance traveled on each segment, not numberof blocks, and related only to the
actu~al route chosen. In the fast experimentroutes weregiven; mlater tasks subjects
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chose their ownroutes and each route was judged as a unique unit. Noattempt was made
to define someform of optimal "longest leg first" route. If no one chose a route in which
the longest leg occurred first then the count was zero. Summary
strategies across the
populationand statistics stratified accordingto travel orientation are given belowfor the
condition wherea single pair of origins and destinations are used with no intervening
points. In terms of criterion selection for each environmentregardless of point of view,
choice percentage varied from 47%in the simple regular grid environmentto 27%in the
diagonal case (Table 4). Whenperspective wasconsidered, this criterion tended to
chosen somewhatequally wheneach perspective was considered (Table 5). In the
curvilinear environmentthe "longest leg frrst" strategy was chosen approximatelythe
sameproportion of the time regardless of orientation, while in the diagonal environment,
a somewhathigher proportion selected this strategy whentraveling from a distant origin
rather than a closer one.
Table 4
Single O-DPair
Longest Leg First: Percent People Using This Criteria in Each Environment

Environment

%Subjects Choosing This Criteria

Grid

47%

Diagonal

27%

Curves

33%

Source:Golledge,Experimental
Data
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Table 5
Single O-DPair
Criterion from Different Perspectives: Longest Leg First

Criteria

th
A in N
Person %

tb
Ain S
Person %

Grid

45

49

Diagonal

31

23

Curves

32

34

Source:Golledge,Experimental
Data
Apparentlyin tasks involving a simple path betweena single origin and destination,
individuals emphasizedifferent criteria dependingon the nature of the environment
represented on the map. Let us look nowat what happens in a slightly more complex
case,,

9.3

O-Dwith interveningPoints

Turning nowto a slightly morecomplicated situation in which an intervening paint was
included on the trip (i.e., from homebaseAto intermediate point E to destination point C)
wefind substantial differences in path selection criteria in each type of environments.
Focusingstill on longest leg first criteria, for the simple orthogonalgrid mapwherethe
origin wasfar from the body, 16.5%used the longest leg first as a strategy on the outward
trip but only 7%used it on the return trip (Table 6). Excepton the simple grid map,
usually didn’t matter whetherthe origin wasdistant from or close to the body, similar
results were obtained.
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Table 6
Trip Chai-ing: O-DPlus Intervening Point: LoDgest Leg First
Population Summaryby Environment and Perspective

Environment
Grid
Diagonal
Curves

th
A in N

th
Ain S

16.5%

7%

9%

10%

17.5%

16.5%

Source: Golledge, Experimental Data

10.4 Route Retraces

Nowlet us consider situations where individuals were required to travel betweenA and B
in each dh-ection. Again we are concerned with the problemof whether the sameroute
wasretraced, and if so, whatthis did to the route selection criterion. Here wepresent
results only for the longestleg first criterion.
First in the simple grid environment,route retrace wasnot usually followed. For
example, 44%subjects chose longest leg first whentraveling from A to B whenA was
distantly located. However,61%chose this strategy on the return route. This meansthe
return route could not have been a retrace of the original! (Table 7). Moreconfusion
occurs whenwe change perspectives and pursue a path from a close A to a distant B.
Here, only 29%used this criterion. In the reverse task, however,64%chose the strategy!
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Table 7
Simple O-DPairs
Route Retrace: Longest Leg First Case

Criteria
Grid

Curves

Diagonal

A in th
N

th
A in S

A-B

44%

29%

B-A

61%

64%

A-B

35%

13%

B-A

12%

0%

A-B

24%

7%

B-A

24%

20%

Route

Source: Golledge, Experimental Data

Onthe mapwith curves, 35%chose this strategy whentraveling from a distant origin
to a close destination, but only 12%chose the strategy on the retrace task. Whenthe
origin was close and the destination distant, 13%chose it on the outboundjourney and
zero chose it on the retrace. Whendiagonals were included, a similar outboundand
retrace pattern occurred, but with a close origin, differences again fluctuated widely from
7% to 20%.
Whenconsidering a path through an intervening point, differences in criteria
selection becomemarkeddepending on orientation. In a simple grid, 33%chose longest
leg first whentraveling from a distant origin towardsa close destination. Zero percent did
this on the return trip (Table 8). Whentraveling from a close origin to a distant
destination, 14%chose the strategy, but zex~percent chose it on the return trip.
Onthe mapwhich included somediagonals and again required traveling through an
intermediate point, whenthe origin wasdistant, 35%used longest leg first, but on the
return trip zero percent used that strategy. Whenthe origin wasclose to the body, 33%

lg
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used longest leg first and again on the return trip zero percent usedthat criteria. In the
curvilinear condition 15%to 20%respectively chose the strategy on the outboundtrip,
but zero selected it on the retrace. It mightbe suggestedthat in these cases, a pure retrace
strategy mayhave been used, thus precluding any "longest leg first" strategies from being
implemented.Visual examination of subjects’ mapstends to confirm this explanation.
Theoccurrenceof zero percent choice on the return trip does ir.dicate that exact route
retracing wasa possible option as a route selection strategy.

Table 8
Longest Leg First: O-DPlus Intervening Point
Route Retrace Data

Criteria

Route

~h
A in N

G6d

A-E-C

33%

14%

C -E-A

0%

0%

A-E-C

18%

20%

C-E-A

0%

0%

A-E-C

35%

33%

C-E-A

0%

0%

Curves

Diagonal

Ahl Sth

Source:Golledge,Experimen~a|
Data

10.5 Preferencefor Cu~edand D|agonal Routes
The question examinednext was whether people have a preference for routes involving
curves. For each pair of points the numberof people whoindicated routes hacluding at
least one curved portion were averaged (Table 9). Eachunique route was recorded.
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Prefbrence for curves wasquite high (74%chose a route with curves in routes heading
towards the body and 90%chose a route with curves in routes heading awayfrom the
body). There wasquite a bit of variation betweenroutes. However,this measuredoes not
take into account howmanycurved routes were possible betweeneach pair of points;
data is ordy for routes actually chosenby subjects.

Table 9
Revealed Preferences for Path Types

A in Ntb

th
A in S

74%

90%

68%

91%

Revealed Preference for
Routes with Curves
Revealed Preference for
Rowswith Diagonals
Source:Golledge,Experimental
Data
Preference for diagonals provedto be similar to the preference for curves results
(Table 9). Again, the overall preference for taking a diagonal was quite high (68%chose
a route using at least one diagonal whentraveling towards the body; 80%chose a route
with at least one diagonal whenmovingaway from the body).
11.0 Conclusions
Prac, tical needs have lead to the investigation of a variety of methodsand techniques for
describing spatial relations. Theyhave also raised important questions as to whichsets of
spatial relations are the most fundamental,and the most important to include in an
envi:,ronmental knowledgebase. In today’s GIS, for example, manyqueries are based on
someform or another of spatial concepts (Dangermond,1983; Pequet 1984). It
essential both to understand what those concepts maybe and howpeople are able to
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interpret or understandthem, as well as to knowif they are relevant to common
sense
decision makingor are relevant only in the realmof the expert! For example,weneed to
be awareof andbe able to describespatial objects standingalone, in sequence(chain)
list fbrm, connected,networked,or regionalized. Thelack of a comprehensive
theory of
spatial relations to allowus to do this has beenidentified by the NCGIA
as a major
shortcomingand impedimentto further GISdevelopment(NCGIA,1990). The problem
inherent here is oneof determiningwhichspatial relations shouldbe identified, howto
define them, to understandtheir various semanticinterpretations, and to knowhowmuch
peopleunderstandandcan use them°Theresearchreportedin this paperis in this vein.
Whatare the consequencesof this research?

Evensimple spatial concepts maynot be well comprehended
by many

lo

people(e.g. trip chaining;shortest path; orientation,anddirection).
°

Thespatial terms wefreely use to help understandhowpeoplebehaveare
not as widelyusedor understoodas wewouldlike themto be.

°

That the "naive" or "common
sense" understandingand use of spatial
informationandspatial relations is error ridden, naive, andvery incomplete,
often resulting in misconceptions
and misunderstandings
(e.g. of whichare
closer? whichwayis shorter?).
That manyof the criteria that geographersuse in modelsto comprehend
and
explainspatial relations andspatial interfaces maynot necessarilybe the
ones typically used in common
sense spatial problemsolving, but are
normativecriteria useful for producingelegant mathematical
solutions, but
perhaps not relevant for muchhumandecision making!Whenrelevant they
applymostto certain environments,are directionally biased, andare used
only by segmentsof a population.
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Thereis a need for muchresearch into the frequencyof use of commonly
useddecisioncriteria andinto the stability andvalidity of modelsthat rely
on suchcriteria - especially whenusedin policy andplanningsituations.
In flee choicesituations suchas epitomizedby the single O-Dpair
.

experiments,multiplecriteria wereusedas route selection strategies and
route retracing for the return trip wasnot a commonly
observedstrategy.
However,in constrained environments,as whenthe route chosenmust pass
throughan intermediatepoint, route retrace wasa common
strategy.
However,
considerablevariation in strategy selected did occur.

In short, while our experimentsare preliminary,wedo provideevidencethat
conventionalnetworkroute selection strategies foundin most computermodelsmaynot
accurately reflect the decision makingstrategies oftravelerso Whileweshouldnot hasten
to discard existing models,weshouldrealize that they maybe morenormativethan we
usually assume.Wealso suggest that muchneededresearch should be undertakenon path
selection criteria to throwmorelight on this problem.
Withregard to the future modelingof humanactivities, using a combinationof an
activity schedulerand a GISwouldenablea networkto be visually displayedon a screen
andpossiblepaths or routes to be highlighted.Thepaths selected by a potential traveler
could be checkedagainst networkbased modelssuch as are included in TRANSCAD
or
TRANPLAN.
Simultaneouslydisplaying different possible paths determinedby several
networkmodelscouldthen provideinsights into which&thefeasible alternative paths
the user wouldselect.
ResearchQuestionsthat nowarise and beg answersinclude:
1.

Theassumptionsof symmetry
of route choice associated with specific
activities;
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The role that temporalconstraints on performingactivities has on defining a
feasible destination choice set; and

3.

Definingthe priorities that individual householdsallocate to the
performanceof specific activities by different householdmembers,the
direction of travel, and the impact this mayhave on destination choice and
path selection.

The question also arises as to howand whyindividuals allocate priorities to certain
types of activities, transportation modes,and paths. This task requires the development
of a series of trade off situations wherechoice of alternatives will define or will reveal the
criteria or principles used in the processofprioritizing activities and the paths to be
followedso as to successfully pursuethose prioritized activities at specific destinations.
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Please think about the criteria you used to decide on the routes in the first task you completed
(each task = a forwardand a reverse trip).

Rate each of the following statements on howIMPORTANT
each was to your choice of routes
for each of the tasks (1 = quite unimportant; 2 = somewhatunimportant; 3 = important; 4 = quite
important; 5 = extremely important).

TASK #1
The route:
wasthe shortest to travel

1

2

3

4

5

had the fewest turns (straightest)

1

2

3

4

5

had the longest leg of the route first

1

2

3

4

5

was the most aesthetically pleasing

1

2

3

4

5

had the shortest leg of the route first

1

2

3

4

5

had many curves

1

2

3

4

5

wouldtake the least amountof time

1

2

3

4

5

wasthe first route I noticed

1

2

3

4

5

had the most turns

1

2

3

4

5

is the wayI usually go

1

2

3

4

5

is an alternative to myusual route

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

always proceeds in the direction
of the destination

